
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Small Dish Challenges 

You could chose to complete just 2 of these, or more, or chose 1 to start you 

off before moving on to a Large Plate Challenge! 

 

Large Plate Challenges 

You could chose to complete just 1 of these spending a number of weeks on this and 

building up your learning every time! 

 

How Hungry are you for a Home Learning Challenge? How many Challenge dishes will you choose? 

Choose which Home Learning Challenges you would like to complete from the Menu of Dishes below. 

How Hot do you like your Meal?! The hotter the dish you chose, the more challenging it will be! Yellow: Warm, Orange: Medium, Red: Hot 

NICER Curriculum: Home Learning Challenges 

Year Group: 3 

Challenge Pack: Day at the Museum 

Challenge: How can we run a Pop Up Museum 

Outcome: Museum 

Write a film 

review of Night 

at the Museum 

film; or a Book 

review of the 

book! 

Plan and create a 

historical quiz on a 

time period of your 

choice for our 

guests attending 

the Museum. 

Create a logo for 

our Rowley Park 

Museum, and use 

this to design your 

own Museum 

advertising poster  



Name:  Class:  

Small Dishes Large Plates 

Create a logo for our Rowley Park Museum, and use this to design your own 
advertising poster for the museum. What will make people want to attend the 

Museum? Make sure you find out what a museum is for, so that you know how to 
attract people to come! 

Chose a time period from the past that you find most interesting. Research a 
particular artefact (object) from that time. Draw this artefact and write a short 

description of what it is. Then, make a replica model of this artefact using a 
material of your choice 

Plan and create a historical quiz on a time period of your choice. Firstly what do 
you want to know about this time? Form some questions that you might want to 
find out. Research this key information, and then form some questions that could 

be asked in a quiz at the museum! 

Gather a fact-file about Stafford Castle. Visit the castle to take photos and 
complete drawings. Read the information at the Castle to gather key facts. Use 

books and the internet to gather further information. Once your material is 
gathered, create an information booklet or leaflet all about the history of the Castle 

to share at our Museum. 

Write a film review of Night at the Museum film; or a Book review of the book! 
What were the key moments for you? Which bits were the most scary or exciting? 
Would you recommend this book or film to someone else and why? Make sure you 
give the book or film a final score! Use your spellings from this term when writing 

your review. 

What is the history of Stafford? Find out about when the town of Stafford was 
formed, and what happened in this area in different time periods. Write a script for 

a documentary about Stafford from your findings, using your language and 
spellings to help make this correct and interesting. You could even then film your 

documentary to show at the museum! 
 

Which dishes have I chosen? 

 
 
 

 

What have I completed and created? 

 
 
 

 

How have I found completing the Challenge Pack Homework? 

 
 
 
 

 


